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Introduction

Several classes of topological spaces which are either the infimum or supre-
mum of a family of metrizable topologies in the lattice of topologies were given
by Anderson [1]. In this paper we investigate the completion of the set of metriz-
able topologies in four distinct convergence structure lattices on an infinite set. We
also observe the influence on these completions of the question regarding the
existence of nonnormal ultrafilters which Cech [3] asserted could be neither pro-
ved nor disproved using present mathematical axiom systems.

We use the notation and terminology of [4], [5], and [6]. The reader may
refer to one of these sources for the basic definitions with the exception that filters
with empty intersection will be called free filters. We will denote by C(S) (respec-
tively P£S), P(S), T(S)) the complete lattice of all convergence structures (resp.
pseudo-topologies, pretopologies, topologies) on a set S. The orderings in PS(S),
P(S) and T(S) are the usual orderings induced by the ordering in C(S).

An ultrafilter is termed normal by Cech [3] if it contains a countable sub-
collection with empty intersection. We will refer to any filter having this property
as being normal. If & is any filter on S and x is in S, {x, &) will signify the topology
on S discrete at all points y other than x and whose neighborhood filter at x is
& C\x where x is the ultrafilter generated by {x}.

Lattice completion of the metric topologies

Throughout S will denote an infinite set as the proofs of the main theorems
for finite sets reduce to trivial cases.

DEFINITION 1. A Tt convergence structure q on S is primary if for eachx in
S and each free filter !F which q-converges to x,& is normal.

DEFINITION 2. A Tt pseudo-topology q on S is fundamental if for each x in
S and each free ultrafilter & which q-converges to x, & is normal.

We may note that even if nonnormal ultrafilters fail to exist, a fundamental
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pseudo-topology is not necessarily a primary convergence structure as evidenced
by the cofinite topology on an uncountable set.

The proof of the following proposition is immediate from the definitions and
will be omitted.

PROPOSITION 1. i) The set of all primary convergence structures on S is a
complete sublattice of C(S).

ii) The set of all fundamental pseudo-topologies on S is a complete, coatomic
sublattice of PS{S).

In [7], Kent proved that a topology of the form (x,!F) is pseudo-metrizable
if and only if IF has a countable filter base. Since every pseudo-metrizable topology
is metrizable if and only if it is T\ we find that a r t topology of the form (x, !F)
is metrizable if and only if ^ has a countable filter base.

THEOREM 1. The primary convergence structures (fundamental pseudo-
topologies) are the completion in C(S) (in Ps (S)) of the family of all metrizable
topologies on S.

PROOF. It is apparent that every metrizable topology on S is both a primary
convergence structure and a fundamental pseudo-topology.

If q is any nondiscrete primary convergence structure on S, for each x in S
and each normal filter IF which ^-converges to x, there exists a family of distinct
free filters {&x\txel(x,Jr)} each with countable filterbase whose filtersum is IF.
Each (x, &a) is metrizable and q = infC(S) {supC(S) {(x, @x) | a e / (x, !F)} | x e X,
xeq (&),& normal}.

For the corresponding result in PS(S), we observe that coatoms in the lattice
of fundamental pseudo-topologies are those topologies of the form (x, IF) where
x is in S and #" is a normal ultrafilter on S. Then if {&x | a e I(x, J5")} is a family of
distinct free filters each with countable filterbase whose filtersum is IF,

(x, &) = supPs(S) {(x, ST.) I a e I(x, &)}.

The proof then follows from Proposition 1.

A consequence of Theorem 1 is that if nonnormal ultrafilters do not exist,
the completion in PS(S) of the family of metrizable topologies is the lattice of T t

pseudo-topologies. A quick examination of the cofinite topology on an uncount-
able set shows the corresponding result fails in C(S) regardless of the existence of
noonormal ultrafilters. A more comfortable situation exists in the lattices P(S)
and T(S) where, with the aid of the next proposition, we observe that the existence
of nonnormal ultrafilters does not prevent us from definitely establishing the com-
pletion of the family of metrizable topologies.

PROPOSITION 2. For any free ultrafilter !F on S, there exists a family of
filters {^x} whose filtersum is F such that each ^x is the intersection of a family
of normal ultrafilters.
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PROOF. For each A in &, let {Jf (/!,/?) \fleI(A)} be the family of all normal
ultrafilters containing A. Then !F is the filtersum of {^{AJ^Ae^} where each

is the intersection of {3f(A, /?) j pe I{A)}.

THEOREM 2. The 7\ topologies (Tt pretopologies) are the completion in
T{S) (in P(S)) of the set of all metrizable topologies on S.

PROOF. If (x, J5") is any Tt topology on S with J2" an ultrafilter, Proposition
2 implies !F is the filtersum of a family of filters {Sx} such that each @x is the
intersection of a family of normal ultrafilters {jf(«,P)}. Each filter 3tf{a,p) is the
filtersum of a family of distinct free filters Jf(<x,p,y) each with countable filterbase.
Each (x,X~(<x,P,y)) is metrizable and (x,^) = sup^inf^supyj-^jCx,JT(a,P,y)).
Since each coatom in the coatomic sublattice of T1 topologies belongs to the com-
pletion of the metrizable topologies, the proof for T*(S) follows immediately.

For the analogous result in P(S), it is sufficient to observe that P(S) is
coatomic, the coatoms in P(S) are precisely the coatoms of T(S) and that if (x, !F)
is a coatom in P(S),

(x,jr) = s u p jnfsupP(S)(x, •#"(«, 0,y)).
1 P V
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